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Abstract. The formal semantics of a given Horn sentence is usually defined as a set of ground 
atoms, which is really the minimal Herbrand interpretation of the Horn sentence, by both 
model-theoretic and fixpoint approaches. In the present paper, we propose another denotational 
semantics of a Horn sentence, denoting the set of substitutions with which atoms are derivable 
by unit deduction from the Horn sentence to get a direct correspondence between the semantics 
of the Horn sentence and the answer set concerned with its computation, and give denotational 
semantics even when the Horn sentence is unsatisfiable. In accordance with the unit deductions 
from a Horn sentence, we define a continuous function from a direct product of powersets of a 
substitution set to itself, and regard the least fixpoint of the function as the semantics, which can 
provide the answer set for computations of the Horn sentence. 
Key words. Logic programming, semantics, Horn sentence, unit deduction. 
1. Introduction 
In logic programming, a Horn sentence is a union of a definite clause set (a logic 
program) and a set of negative clauses (goal statements). The denotational semantics 
of the logic program is defined as its minimal Herbrand model [2,9]. Its operational 
semantics is based on a procedural interpretation given to it, and an input refutation 
(an SLD refutation) from it with a goal statement is regarded as a compulation 
initially evoked by the goal [2,7,8]. It follows from [2] that the corn 
logic program L with a goal G is successful iff there exists a (ground) substitution 
8 such that each atom of G8 (which is a ground clause obtained by applying 8 to 
G) is contained in the minimal Herbrand model of L. In this sense, the operational 
semantics of L with G is associated with its denotational semantics. 
owever, it is seen by the Lifting Lemma (for the 
nswer substitution a, effected by of L with G, is not always 
equal to 8 as above and sometimes is 
not substitute ground 
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substitutions (the answer set) for the computations of L, although the 
thought of as essential in the operational semantics. 
From the point of view that denotational semantics i to be more closely related 
to operational semantics, we are of an opinion that denotational semantics should 
be in accordance with the answer set. Here we are motivated to look for another 
denotational semantics which can express the answer set. 
The next motivation to investigate another denotational s antics is caused by 
the question of how the denotational semantics of a Horn se ce is defined when 
it contains goal statements, and it might be unsatisfiable. (As is obvious, when a 
Horn sentence is unsatisfiable, there is no Herbrand model for it.) 
In the present paper, we try to establish denotational semantics of Horn sentences 
in order to define the answer sets for their computations and they may be well-defined 
even when they are unsatisfiable. To do so, we must regard a Horn sentence as 
denoting the set of all atoms derived by its computation instead of its minimal 
Herbrand model. The key problem for our purpose is how the set of all derived 
atoms is expressed by substitutions with some appropriate operations. 
First we take unit (resolution) deduction as a computation mechanism for Horn 
sentences since unit (resolution) deduction is equivalent to SLD (resolution) deduc- 
tion, and it is an inference rule to derive atoms directly from the Horn sentence 
[3,6, lo]. We next attach a tuple (X,, . . . , Xk) consisting of subsets of a substitution 
settoaHomsentenceS={A,+ . . . . A+ . . . . . . . . Ak+- . .} (where Ai denotes the 
head of each Horn clause) such that 9i E Xi for 1 s i G iflE Aieic is derivable by 
unit deduction from S. To define such a tuple (Xi,. . . , Xk) well, we give each Horn 
clause of S a new interpretation as follows. Let the substitution set be denoted by 
Sub (note that X1,. . . , Xk E 2SUb). Suppose that there is an ith Horn clause Ai + 
B 1 . . . B, (m>O), where Bi,..., B,,, are atoms and Ai is either an atom or empty. 
If atoms Qy, f , . . . , &pm + exist in S or are already derived for substitutions 
pi E Sub such that a most general unifier of Bj and Dj is Oj E Sub for 1 <j < m, then 
A#+ may be derived by unit deduction, where 8 E Sub is one of the substitutions 
to be calculated from {p,, . . . , pm, al,. . . , a,}. Since ol,. . . , cr, are to be known 
from S, a set (C Xi E 2sub) is obtained from {p 1,. . . ,p,}, where 8={81Ai0+ is 
derivable from Ai + B1 . . . B,}. Therefore, Ai + B1 . . . B,,, is interpreted as capable 
of translating {pl, . . . , pm} E 2S”b into @. We need some operation to derive 8, by 
using the already known {pi,. . . , pm} without explicit unit deductions from {Ai + 
B I... DIPI +, l l l 3 Q,,PA- 
In Sect&n 2 we shall define an operation as a function from 2Sub to 2Sub for the 
need. In Section 3, the operation will be generalized to a function from 22Sub to 2sub, 
that is to be applied to the total translations based on all the nondeterministic unit 
1 . . . B,. Since any ‘subset of 2Sub’ which is translatable 
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S is a set of Horn clauses, we can have a function from (2Sub)k to itself, associated 
with S. Making the complete lattice equal to ‘the direct product of wersets for a 
substitution set’ with the partial order based on set inclusion, we can observe that 
the function is continuous and the tuple (X, , . . . , Xk) as mentioned above is to be 
the least fixpoint of the function. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall give preliminaries and 
propose some operations on substitutions which will take key roles for fu 
discussions. In Section 3, using the operations defined in the previous ection, we 
shall show how a function can be associated with a Horn sentence, which realizes 
the translations among subsets of a substitution set, based on the unit deductions 
from the sentence. In Section 4, we snail show that the function introduced in 
Section 3 is continuous. Then we shall be able to see that the least fixpoint of the 
function is to be the denotational semantics of the Horn sentence, which is the 
desired one from our motivations. 
2. Preliminaries 
A Horn sentence is a set or’ Horn clauses. A Horn clause is either an expression 
A+B1... B,, (a definite clause) or 
(a definite clause without bodies) or 
+B B,,, I... (a goal stztement or negative clause) or 
0, 
where A and Bi are atoms and Cl denotes the clause comprising no atoms. An atom 
is an expression P( tl , . . . , tk), where P is a predicate symbol and t, , . . . , tk are terms. 
A term is defined recursively as follows: 
(1) a constant or a variable is a term; 
(2) f(flr--9 5) is a term if f is a function symbol and tl, . . . ,$ are terms; 
(3) the term obtained by applying (1) and (2) finitely many times is a term. 
Example 2.1. Let S1 be 
(Add(0, x, x)+, Add(s(u), v, s(w))+Add(u, v, w), + dd(s(O), q, r)), 
where Add is a predicate symbol, 0 is a constant, s is a function symbol, and 
X, u, v, w, q, r are variables. Also let S2 be 
{Times(O, y O)+, Times(s( h), i, j) * 
+ Times( s(O), d, e)), 
where Times and Add are predicat 
, i, j, k, d, e are variables. 
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nition 2.2. Let Term be a set of terms and Var be a set of variables. (Note that 
Vat-c Term.) A substitution isa function from Var to Term. Sub stands for a set of 
substitutions. For a subst on 9, we define Vare to be {x E Vari 9(x) # x}. 
is finite, we express 0 by x)/xl e(x) # x}. Suppose that a is a substituti 
atoms Al,Az,..., A,,, (m 2 l), a restriction of o with respect o Al, A*, . . . , A,, 
that is, 
f 1 tT AI,A2,...,A,,, l Var + Term, 
is defined as follows: 
a(x) if x is a variable occurring 
c 1 a A1,A2,...,Am x ( 1 = Al, or A*,... 
X otherwise, 
for x E Var. 
efialtloa 23. A one-to-one mapping from Var onto Var is called a renaming of 
variables. We denote a set of all renamings by Ren. (Note that Ren c Sub.) 
in either 
efinition 2.4. We define Exp as a union of a set Term and a set Atom of atoms. 
For 8 E Sub and E E Exp, E8 is defined recursively as follows: 
O(x) if E =x for xEVar, 
a 
Ee= 
I 
if E = Q for a constant 4 
f(t#,. .., z,,t9) if E =f(tl ,..., t”)ETerm, 
P(tle,. . . , t,,$) if E = P( t 1,..., t&Atom. 
For 8,~ E Sub, the composition of 8 and w, which is itself a function 
?rom Var to Term and is denoted by rrt9, is defined as fbliows: 
The identity function in Ren is denoted by E; that is, E(X) = x for any x E Var. 
For OE Ren, 8-l denotes a function such that (e-$3 = e(O-‘) = E. If 9 = 7rO for 
0, ?r, 9 E Sub, we say that 8 is more general than #, and that # is less general than 
8. 
be a nonempty subset of Atom. We define a set u(A) for A as 
A,, VA2 e A: A, 8 = A#}. 
n, respectively. 
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A Eiethod to generate an element 
providing a most general unifier for 
for A in the usual sense, then u( 
) is the same as the 
xists no most gene 
od to be empty in this paper. 
efinition 2.7. Let { &, . . . , O,,,} be a nonempty subset of Sub. Then we d 
cons({e,,...,6~})={el3ai:o,e,=e,lcicm}, 
comb({ &, . . . , @mH = {P IP E consW4 9. l l 3 e,h and 
V$ E cons({ el, . . . , em}), 37rE Sub: np = fj}. 
Especially we define for the empty set 0~ Sub, cons(P)) =Sub and tomb(0) = Ben. 
Now we provide verbal accounts of the “cons” and “comb” functions. 
cons :2sub + 2Sub is a function that maps X E 2Sub to the set consisting of substitu- 
tions less general than any substitution i  X 
comb : 2Sub +2Sub is a function that maps X E 2Sub to the set of most general 
substitutions in cons(X). It follows that cons(X) 3 comb(X) for X E 2Sub and 
comb(X) is the set of most general substitutions gathered from cons(X). 
Note that comb({ el, . . . , O,,,}) is a set each element of which is a substitution 
defined as a combination of &, . . . , and &, in [3]. This is shown in Appendix A. 
Example 2.8. Let S be the Horn sentence given in Example 2.1. 
(1) If 8 = (O/U, O/V, O/W), then Add(s(u), V, s(w))e = Add(@), 0, s(0)). 
(2) Let A = {Add(O, x, x), Add(u, v, w)}. By the algorithm that provides a most 
general unifier A, we have rr = (01 u, xl v, xl w} E mgu(A). 
(3) Let 6=(0/h, y/i, O/k) and q=(s(O)/i, x/k, s(x)fj). Then S= 
(01 h, s(O)/i, s(O)/i, O/k) E comb((& q}). If the PEA- : _rwYw,l r~ interested inthe reason why 
6 E cnmhfJ y ~-rrrru116, VI), see Appendix A. 
3. Functions associated with Horn sentences 
In this section we shall investigate what ranslations among the substitutions occur 
through each Horn clause in the course of unit deductions from a given 
sentence. We have mentioned that each Horn clause is interpreted as cap 
translating a subset of Sub into a subset of Sub. We shall show that the translation 
is performed by using the “comb” function given in the p l ous section. The 
nondeterministic, way atoms are to be derived through each clause by unit 
deductions with already existing atoms may be realized by an extended translation 
of a subset of jLSub (a set consisting of subsets of Sub) into a s 
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As was shown in [3], unit deduction from a om sentence S is defined as follows: 
A unit deduction of C,, from S is a sequence of Horn clauses C, , Cz, . . . , Cn, 
Ci is either a Horn clause in S or a clause de 
(j < i, k < i) by unit resolution. Unit resolutio 
to derive 
A9+ BIO.. . Bi-reBi+gO.. iu,t9 
(or +-Blt9.. . Bi_r6Bi+18.. B,,#) from Horn clauses A+ 1 . . . B,,, (or + 
and Di+ such that 8 E mgu({ Bi, Di}). We say that C is derivable by unit deduction 
from S iff there is a unit ded n of C from S. From now on, Unit(C; S) means 
that C is derivable by unit d ction from S. It follows from [S, Lemma 11 that 
Unit(Ao*; {A+- B, . . . B,, D,+, . . . , Dm+}) holds, where o is a most general simul- 
taneous unifier of { B, , Dl}, . . . , and {Bm, DA. b E mgsuWBl, DA.. . 9 {Bm, Dmll) 
if we use the notation of the “mgsu” function in Appendix A.) 
efore we obtain our first lemma, we extend Definitions 2.2 and 2.7 to the 
following. 
efinition 3.1. Assume that 69 c Sub, and A,, . . . , A, (m 2 1) are atoms. Then we 
define 
WI A,,...,A, 18 E 8) if @ is nonempty, 
A,,...,& = 
0 (empty) if 69 is empty. 
3.2. Assume that @, , . . . ,8, c Sub. Then we define 
i 
U(comb({e,,...,8,))!e,E0,,...,e~E~~} 
B({@,, . . . , em}!= if @ I,..=, 6, f 0 (empty), 
0 (empty) otherwise. 
For the empty set Q, c 2Sub, we define COMB(@) = Ren. 
CO : ~2’~~ + 2Sub l IS a function that assigns to A E 22SUb the union of sets each of 
which is combi ) for some X E 4. Now we have the following basic lemma. 
. . B,, D1 + , . . . , D,,,+}, where 
are atoms, 
common variable (1 s is m), and 
})forl~i~m,andmgu({Bi,D~})=~(empty)forl~i#j~n. 
Au, where c E [co b({ 81, . . . , om})lA # 8. 
roof, see 
e 
), x, s(x+-) 
e 
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= {Times( ( h), i, j) +- Times( h, i, k) 
Times(0, y, O)+, Add(s(O), x, s(x))+}. 
(1) We have mentioned a substitution 6 in comb({[, 11)) in Example 2.8(3), 
where q is in mgu({Add(s(O), x, s(x)), Add(i, k, j))-) and 5 is in 
mgu((Times(0, y  0), Times( h, i, k)}). 
(2) By Lemma 3.3, we have Unit(Times(s( h), i, j)S’c-; SO), where 
S’= [S-J Times( s( h),i,j) = Wh, SW/k sUN/jh 
By Lemma 3.3, we regard a Horn clause A c- B1 . . . I?,,, as capabIe of translating 
16 I,---, &} to (6 18 E [comb({@,) . . . , &})lAl by means of unit deduction from 
{A+B1 . . . B,,,, Dp,. . ., Dm+) 
such that @i E mgu({ Bi, Di}) and mgu({ Bi, Di)) = 8 (empty) for I s i # j 6 m. Next 
we shall examine the case where DIpI+, . . . , D,,g,+ exist for pl,. . . , pm E Sub, 
because it may be the case that Nom clauses Dp . . . , . . . , Dm+ . . . exist and 
DIP,% l l l 9 OnPIn + are derivable by unit deduction. To do so, we make use of the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3,5. Let A and B be atoms such that 6 E mgu({ A, B}). Then mgu({ A, BP}) = 
=W@, IPIBH for P E Sub. 
For the proof, see Appendix B. 
By means of Lemma 3.5, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Let S = {A + B, . . . B,,,, D,p,+, . . . , Dmpm+}, where 
(1) A, BiandDiareafoms(lsism), 
(2) Bi and Di do not contain any common variables for 1 s i G m, and 
(3) & E mgu({ Bi, Di}) and pi =[pi]Di E Sub for 1 s i G m, and mgu({ Bi, Dj}) =fl 
(empty) for lGi#jGm. 
Trhen Unit(A’+; S) i$A’ = Au, where O-E [comb({ &, pl,. . . , O,,,, pm)& Z 0. 
For the proof, see Appendix 
le 3.7. For the Horn sentence So as 
{O/u, xf v, xf w), then 
S,,={Times(s(h), i, j)+Times(h, i, 
given in the previous example, if 7~ = 
k) Add& Sj), I 
imes(O, y, O)E+, dd(s(as), v, s(w))R+). 
-- w. It is seen that if A = 
comb({& E}). q, as shown in the same place, is in comb({h, r}). 
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(2) By Theorem 3.6, we have Unit(Times(s(h), i j)S’+; SO), w ere 6’ is the sa 
as given in the previous example, and also 
6’ E Icomb(K E, A, ~I)l~ma(s~~),i,j)- 
Theorem 3.6 means that A + B, . . . B,,, may translate (0,) pt , . . . , t&z pm) into 
(01 o E [comb({ &, p1 ). . . , O,,,, pm})lA}, where pl,. . . , pm are produced by transla- 
tions of Horn clauses D1+ . . . , . . . , D&..., respectively. In general, all substitu- 
tions provided by other Horn clauses may be transferred to each Horn clause. To 
describe such transfers, Theorem 3.6 should be made more general. 
e0rer.n 3.8 Let S be {A+ B1.. . B,,,, DIpI+, . . . , D,p,*}, where 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
‘Ilhcn 
r 
ABi (lsism) and Dj (lsjsn) ateatoms, 
CP 1 k Dr( =pkfor lsksn, and 
each Dj has no variables in common with 
Unit( A’+; S) iff A’ = An for 
UE COMB 
1 (1 
U COMB(I{~~I), {PiII)~ l l l 9 
16iSn 
Iv_. COMB({{?r,,ls {PillJ})]A + 09 
__ 
where VU E mgu({ Di, Bi)) for 1 s snand lsjsm. 
f. Based on Definition 3.2, it follows from Theorem 3.6 that Unit(A’*-; S) iff 
= AU for u E [COMB({n,, . . . , &,})]A # 8, where nk = ~ J,~i~n COMB({{Wik}, 
{pi}}) for 1 s k s m. This completes the proof. 0 
When the atom A is empty in S (cf. Theorem 3.6), we have the next corollary by 
observing that A’ * may be replaced by the empty clause Cl with an appropriate 
substitution. 
Let S= { + B, . . . B,,,, DIpI+, . . . , D,,p,,c-), where 
is m) and Dj (1 s js n) are atoms, 
pkfor ldksn, and 
has no variable in co mon with c B, . . . B,,,. 
en Unit(A’+; S) iff A’+ = q u for 
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Let S = {+Times(s(O), 
here S’= {O/h, s(O)/i, s(O)/j} for variables d, 
and a constant 0. It is seen that if v = (O/k, d/i, e/j), then v E 
mgu({Times(s(O), d, e), Times(s(h), i, j)}). If p =+(0)/d, s(O)/& then 
BW’L { Vjj))lTimes(s(0).d.e~ 
~I)lTimcs(s(O),d,e) l 
Accordingly, Unit(U/3; S). 
Now let a Nom clause A + B, . . . lk, be in a Horn sentence S. ssume the case that 
(1) Unit(AB+; S), 
(2) A8 and fli are unifiable, that is, mgu({ A@, Bi}) is not empty, and 
(3) A and Bi have common variables. 
Then, in order to describe further unit deductions, we must get a substitution i  
mgu((At9, Bi}) from 6 and a substitution i  mgu({ A, Bi}) (by means of Lemma 3.5). 
However, mgu({A, Bi}) may be empty, because A and Bi have common variables. 
In the case when mgu({A, Bi}) is empty, we cannot have further manipulations on 
substitutions. This is because the assumptions (2) of Theorem 3.6, (3) of Theorem 
3.8 and (3) of Corollary 3.9 cannot be removed. Such a case may occur when the 
predicate symbol of the left-hand side of “+” in a Horn clause also appears on the 
right-hand side of “+“. 
For example, let S be the Horn sentence as shown in Example 2.1. As we have 
seen in Example 3.4, Unit(Times(s(h), i j) 6’~; S), where 6;‘= (O/h, s(O)/i, s(O)/j}. 
(Note that SOc S and Unit( A’+; So) mean Unit( A’+; S).) Here, 
mgu({Times(s( h), i, j)S’, Times( h, i, k)}) is not empty. However, it is obvious that 
mgu({Times( s( h), i, j), Times( h, iv k)}) is empty. 
As long as we are concerned with our new interpretations of Horn clauses, we 
have to cope with such a case. We have the following means. Assume that A has a 
common predicate symbol with Bj, , . . . , Bjk (1 s jl < l l l < jk s m) in A + B1. . l B,. 
Then it is easy to find p E Ren such that Ap has no variable in CO with 
B- JI 9 . . . , Bj, and none of Bj,p, . . . , Bj,p has any variable in common w 
If mgu((A0, Bi}) is not empty for some 8 E Sub, mgu({A, CL 1) is not empty. The 
reason is as follows: A8 is an instance of A and Bi is regarded as an instance of 
Bipg which is obtain by applying p-’ E Sub to ence, it follows from the 
Lifting Lemma that and Bip are unifiable. In addition, mgu( {Ap, 
empty since A8 = (A&( e(p-‘)) is an instance of at is, 
applying e(g-‘) E Sub 
In the case where S 
is derivable from the 
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B, p as above an appended clause of the clause 
in the original Horn sentence. We assume from now on, without explicit 
om sentence to be treated is the one with appended 
the clauses which have the same predicate symbols on the ri 
as those on the left-hand sides of ‘+“. It is clear that such a Horn sentence is 
unsatisfiable iff its original Horn sentence isunsatisfiable. the semantics of an 
originally given Horn sentence may be provided by that o corresponding Horn 
sentence including appended clauses. 
Based on Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9, we define a function which reflects the 
generation of atoms by unit deductions, realizing translations among substitution 
sets. 
Let S be a Horn sentence {A, + BI1 . . . B1,, , . . . , A, + B,,,, . . . B,,}, where each 
of A 19---v is either an atom or empty. Let (Ai) mean the atom Ai if Ai is an 
atom, and ley it mean the atom Pi(X il, . . . , Xi&) for the predicate symbol Pi not 
occurring in S and all the variables Xii, . . . , Xik occurring in + Bi, . . . Bini if Ai is 
empty. Assume that, for 1 s i s w Xi = { 8i E Sub 1 Unit( Ai&*; S) and 6i = [ 6i]tAi)}. 
Then, by Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.9, for 1 s j s m, 
k;: = cj E Sub1 Unit A,gj+; SU U {A&Ii* I0i E Xi} and uj = [uj]tAj, 
i 
is defined by 
U U COMB({{~~,I, {Pi))), 
laism p,EX, 
. . . , U U CoMB({iwij~j19 bill) 
l=SiSm PiEXi 
U COMB({{~~~I, xi)), 
ISiSm 
(Aj) 
. . . . J+, coMB(l(?r,,},xi))))]~A~, 
I 
where qk E mgu((Ai, Bjk}) for 1 G i #j s m and 1 s k s nj. (Note that if Ai is empty, 
then we regard mgu({Ai, as empty, and that if mgu({ Ai, Bjk}) is empty, then 
) is regarded as translatable into ( Y, , . . . , Ym) by S. This 
leads to a function from (2Sub)m to(2Sub)m, associated with S. Finally, we can define 
ction fs for S as follows. 
et 
Am+Bm,...Bmm (n,aO), 111 
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(1) Ai (I < is m) is either an atom or empty, 
(2) & (1 G j S m, 1 s k s ?lj) are atoms, 
(3) each Horn clause has no variable in common with another, and 
(4) vUk E mgu({ k)) for 1 s i it j ~?&l~k~??j* (Note that m 
regarded as empty if Ai is empty.) 
For S, we define 
as 
f&JS”b)p . .),&“b+p3(. . .)@b 
- - 
m m 
fOllOWS~~(X*,...,Xrn)=(Y~,..., Ym) ifl, for lcjsm, 
where (Aj) means the atom Aj if Ai is an atom, and the atom pi(xjl, l **,Xjkj) for 
the predicate symbol Pj not occurring in S and all the variables xi1 , . . . , Xj&, occurring 
in +Bjl. . . Bjmi f Aj is empty. 
4. Fixpoint semantics of Horn sentences 
In this section, we shall show that the function fs of Definition 3.11 is continuous 
and hence has a least fixpoint. Accordingly, the least fixpoint offs is regarded as 
a semantics for S. 
In this section, we shall assume that S and fs are given by Definition 3.11. First 
we define a partial order on a direct product of the powersets of Sub as follows. 
Definition 4.1. For (Xi,. . l , Xm) and (Y*, . . . , Ym)E (2Sub)m, (Xl,. . . , X*)6 
(Y I,=& 9 Ym) iff Xic Yi for lsis?R 
Sinczk Jq is defined by using the “CO B” function, the monotonicity of fs is 
straiglstka ward. 
IIf(X*,...,X,:*)c(Y,,..., Ym) for ( ¶..‘P 
(2sub)m, I&VI i:;(X,, . . . , Xm) cfs( Y,, . . . , Y,). 
ow we fftave the result hat fs is continuous for any chain of 
powers& ::,f Sub, 
and 
*&(Ci --= (,fs(x:, . . . , Xk) 1(x:, . . . , Xi) E C}. 
S. Ya et al! 
For the proof, see Appendix B. 
e)=UJ&,>..,X 
; that is, ji is c0ntinuo 
Q-J, we hare the ~0~~0~~ 
e8ns that fs(IJC) (C) 
s, we could conclude that fs h east 
eorem, we define the denotatklla.1 semantics of Horn sentences 
Fox a Tom se~‘,~encc 5 and a fsl.nction fs, we define the semantics 
) =the least ?kptz:lst off& 
set flf a\l substitutions with which all atoms are 
m S This is stated in the following theorem. 
j%r a Horn sentence S. en Unit(A’+; S) 
son@? 16 P, =G PN. 
‘= Ah[&]A,, for some 1 < h S m and [&I& E Xh. The 
Let S, be a 
5) E mgu((Add(0 
om sentence as 
U, U, w)}) and Unit 
it follows from Theorem 3.6 that d(s(u), 0, s( W))R 
Sinceo={O/u,v/q,s(w)/r}Em u((Add(s(u), v, s(w)), Add(s(O), r)}), it follows 
from Corollary 3.9 that Unit(Ck; S,), where 
Therefore, by Theorem 4.7, (x/q, s(x)/t) E X3 if we let Sem( S,) 
is seen that {x/q,, s(x)/r} is an answer substitution for the computa 
evoked by +Add(s(O), q, r). 
Since the Horn sentence as shown in Definition 3.11 may contain goal statements, 
the semantics we have defined is applicable to even unsatisfiable om sentences. 
Thus we have a solution for the question of how the denotational semantics of 
unsatisfiable Horn sentences shouId be defined. 
Theorem 4.7 shows a relationship between Sem(S) and the answer set for the 
computations of S. To explain the refation in more detail, we s pose that there 
a goal statement Ai + Bil . . . Bin, (Ai is empty) for some i. , then Unit(O; 
holds with 6i applied to the goal. It follows from the equivalence of unit and input 
deductions [3, lo] that 8i is an answer substitution for the c~rn~~tat~on in 
e goal. Thus, we might conclude that Se 
er set for the computations of S. In this sense, 
iven by the minimal erbrand model of 
show a correspondence 
se 
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efiaition A.1. Let Al, . . . , Ak be subsets of Atom. We define a set of simultaneous 
unifiers for a set {A,, . . . , Ak} as 
su({A,, . . . , Ak}) ={81&u(Ai)for1”-i~k}. 
Also a set of most general simultaneous unifiers for {A,, . . . , Ak} is defined as 
mgsu(V% ). . . 9 Ad) = b 10 c su&% , . . l , Ad), 
V#ESU({.cl,,..., Ak}), 3~ E Sub: mir = 9). 
As a special case, we define, for the empty set Emc 2Atom, 
su( Em) = Sub and mgsu( Em) = Ren. 
A.2. Let {A ,,..., Ak) (k a 0) be a set for Al c Atom,. . . , Ak c Atom such 
that 8, E mgu(A,) # 8,. . . , and & E mgu(Ak) # 0 (0 c Sub denotes the empty set). 
Then mgsu({A, . . . , Ak}) = comb({ &, . . . , Ok)). 
roof. For k = 0, both sides above are equal to Ren. It is sufficient for the proof 
with k 2 1 to show that su({A,, . . . , A& = cons({d,, . . . , Ok}). Now let 8 E 
suj{A,,..., Ak}). Then it follows from Definition A.1 that 9 E u(Ai) for 16 i s k 
Since 8i E mgu(Ai) for 1 s i s k, there exist cl, I, . . , ok such that ai@, = 8 for 1 s i s k 
Therefore, 8 E cons({ 8,) . . . , &}). On the other hand, assume that 8 E 
cons({e,,..., e,}). Then there exist I/?~, . . . , ek such that @9i = 8 for 1 s i 6 k Since 
ei E mgu(Ai) for 1 <id& it follows that eEu(Ai) for l<Sk Thus, OE 
su&% 9 l l l 9 AJCD- CJ 
mm 3. Let (0 ,,..., O,,,} be a subset of Sub (chit 2 1). Also, for 16 i s m, let Ai 
be {pitxil 9 l = l 9 Xi*,)9 pifxi*Pi, l l l 3 xin,Pi)l, where 
(1) Var, ={Xil,ama , xn,) and Pi is a predicate symbol, 
i2) pi = Liei for some pi E Ren such that Xgpi does not contain XG (1 s j s ni). 73en 
ww({A, 9 l l l 9 A,}) = comb({ 8, 9 . . . , O,,,}). 
n is a group and pi = piei for pi E Ren (1 s i G m), ei = hipi for some 
Ai E Ren ( 1 s i Z= m ). Thus, cons( { 8,, . . . , O,,,}) = cons( {pl, . . . , p,}). Therefore, 
comb({e,,..., emD=cOmWpl,..., p,)). Since Xopi does not contain xii (1 s j s 
%), piEmgu(Ai)f@ fop lsisrn. Hence, by the previous lemma, 
mgsu(W,, l . . , ({p, , . . . , p,}). This completes the proof. Cl 
} in the above lemma, it follows from [ 1,5] that 
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can be calculated y the algorithm that obtains a m 
stitution in comb({ &}l in the case where 
finite for 1 s i s m, and shows that a substitution i comb({ et, . . . , em}) is equivalent 
to a combination of 8,, . . . , em. 
.3. (‘lf’): Assume that p E comb({ 8,) . . . , em}) # fi$. Then p E 
{B,,,, D,,,}}) by Lemma A.2 of Appendix 
Lemma 11, we have Unit(Ap+; S). Clearly, A[p’JA = 
[comb((&, . . . , t9,,,})],+ Thus, if A’ = Aa for o = [p jA, then Uni 
(‘Only if’): Assume that Unit(A’ since mgu( { Bi, Dj}) = 0 (empty) for 
i #j (that is, there is no unifier fo ’ should be Acr = A@, where 8 is in 
ms=W4 9 DA. l . 9 Wm, WH and fl is in bw=W4 9 DA.. . 9 OL DJDIA 
which is equal to [comb({ 8, 9 . . . , Om})lA. Cl 
of Lemma 3. . (1) u({A, B, p}) ~1~)): Assume that UE 
B, p}). Then Au = (Bp)u. Since A8 = Be, we may show that CT = PO for s 
j3, making use of the Lifting Lemma (for the Lifting Lemma, see [3]). Also Aa = 
because Au = (At?)/3 = (Be)/3 = B(/3@) = Ba. Thus, = (Bp)a. This leads us to the 
relation u = y[pls for some y E kb. r+ fnll-~ cpe- c = /%I and u = r[plB that 1. #V&&WVT9 ‘1V.B‘ 
u E cons(M r PM)= 
(2) cons({6,[p]~})Cu((A, BP}): Assume that u~cons({B, [P]~}). Then u=pO= 
y[p]s for some /3, ~JE Sub. Since u = y[pls, (Bp)u = Bu. Also, sin 
Bu = (Bt9)p = (A@)/3 = Am Therefore, Au = Bu = (Bp)u. That is, u E 
(3) mgu({A, BP}) = comb({ 6, [pls}): It follows from (I) and (2) that 
cons({e, [P]~}). This means that mgu({A, BP}) = comb((t9, [P]~}). 0 
i}) for I S i 6 tn. Then it follows from 
+; S) iff A’= A0, where 8 E [comb({&, . . . ,&,,}) 
(empty). By Lemma 3.5, $i E comb(M, [PiID,)) =co 
O,,,, p,,,}). On the ot 
letes the proof. Cl 
. It follows from efinition 3.11 on fS that 
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fs(U, X[, . . . ,Ur Xfn) =(Z,, . . . , Z,), where, for 1 c js 
Since (X:, . . . , XQc (X:+‘, . . . , Xc,“, for I= I,&. . . , we have 
U COMB({&), Xf)) c u COMB({IqA Xf”)) 
lsism lsiam 
for l<jsm and 1 Sk-III. Thus, for lSjd?& 
B({{?r,,}, X!}), l l l l , 
ISiSm 
= 4 I COMB ({ u COMB({{mti,}, X!}), . l l , ISism 
JJm CoMB({{w~llj~~ xIl)})]tA_, __ J 
=yi. q 
t 
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